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Abstract. A systematic experimental and theoretical study of the electronic structure of stoichiometric silicides with Nb, Mo, Ta and W is presented. We have employed x-ray photoemission and bremsstrahlung isochromat spectroscopy as experimental techniques and interpreted the measured data by calculation of the density of states and matrix elements for the compounds in their real crystal structures. Use is also made of x-ray emission spectra given in the literature. The electronic structure is analysed mainly in terms of the Si s, p and metal d states in relation to the various interactions, such as the metal-metal, metal-Si and Si-Si interaction. In discussing the trends of chemical bonding, we focus on the effect of the orbital overlap, the d-band occupancy and the composition.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we consider the electronic structure of some 4d and 5d silicides to the left in the series of transition-metal elements and, in a companion paper [1], we consider NiSi and NiAl as prototypes of compounds in which the transition-metal d band is nearly full. In a previous paper [2], we have considered the case of Ca silicides, where the d band is virtually empty. The electronic structure of silicides with transition metals can be related mainly to an interaction of orbitals with Si p and metal d symmetry ([3] and references therein). The underlying physical principle in the chemical bonding of transition-metal silicides is competition of the strong metal d–metal d interaction and the formation of metal d–Si p bonds (see, e.g., [1, 4]). The silicides with central 4d and 5d transition metals are a manifestation of these principles since they stabilise only in the extreme compositions of either metal-rich or silicon-rich compounds without an intermediate case. These two composition ranges exhibit also special features such as the occurrence of metal–metal distances in the metal-rich silicides which are much smaller than even those found in the pure elements and the occurrence of the very stable disilicides, which are attractive materials for the microelectronics industry (see, e.g., [5]).

As a result of the formation of bonding orbitals of mixed character, the relevant states involved in orbital interaction are distributed over an energy range of typically
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20–25 eV around the Fermi level. Since the main information about the bonding interaction lies in the overall distribution of bonding and anti-bonding states, this necessitates a study of both the occupied and the unoccupied states. X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and bremsstrahlung isochromat spectroscopy (BIS) provide two very useful spectroscopic techniques for this purpose since they give an immediate picture of the overall distribution of states with different symmetries and atomic sites and can be analysed in detail within the same theoretical framework [6].

However, the theoretical description of the electronic structure of silicides, based on band-structure calculations, is difficult owing to the complex crystal structure of most of these compounds. Accordingly, for early 4d and 5d silicides, calculated band structures in the real crystal structure exist so far only for MoSi$_2$ and WSi$_2$ [7]. Therefore, we have set out to calculate the electronic structure of all the silicides that we investigated in their actual crystal structures with a modern self-consistent band-structure scheme. By explicit calculation of the appropriate solid state matrix elements for XPS and BIS, we obtain a detailed picture of the experimental distribution of the site- and symmetry-selected density of states (DOS) in transition-metal silicides [8].

In this paper, we present our experimental and theoretical results on the electronic structure of transition-metal silicides of Nb, Mo, Ta and W in all their existing stoichiometric compositions. We discuss our results in terms of the chemical bonding and will emphasise the effect of orbital overlap, d-band occupancy and composition [9].

2. Experimental details

The polycrystalline samples were prepared by arc melting and indirect RF heating of metals and Si in the stoichiometric proportions in a cold crucible. The structures were checked by x-ray diffraction to be sure that no samples were used with more than 3% of spurious phases. The samples were cleaned by in situ scraping with a ceramic file at a vacuum of about 2 $\times$ 10$^{-10}$ mbar.

The high-energy data were taken with combined XPS–BIS instruments with large-solid-angle (0.1 sr) XPS monochromators and a Pierce gun for BIS measurements. Cleanliness was checked using the C 1s, O 1s, metal and Si core-level XPS peaks, which showed that the impurity concentration was less than 0.25 monolayer both before and after valence band studies.

3. Computations

We used the augmented spherical-wave method as described in [10]. Scalar relativistic methods were included as described in [11]. Exchange and correlation effects were treated within the local-density approximation, as given in [12]. The basis sets included s, p and d functions on all sites, while the internal summation for the three-centre terms was carried out to one $l$-value higher than was included in the basis set. This means that $f$ functions were included perturbatively. The radii of the Wigner–Seitz spheres were determined by equilibrating the overlap between them. The potential was iterated until self-consistency was achieved to a precision of 1:5 $\times$ 10$^{-5}$. As is usually the case with silicides, the calculations are extremely stable.
4. Results and interpretation

4.1. General overview

Figures 1 and 2 show our experimental and theoretical XPS–BIS results for the whole series of disilicides and metal-rich silicides. The calculated curves are constructed from the symmetry-projected partial DOS of inequivalent atomic sites in the unit cell, weighted by the appropriate matrix elements and broadened for lifetime effects and experimental resolution to allow direct comparison with the measured data. We find that the intensity distribution as obtained by the experiments is very well described by the theoretical spectra. All experimentally found spectral features are related to DOS effects and we find only small energy discrepancies of the order of 0.5 eV. The agreement is slightly better for the disilicides than for the metal-rich compounds, where some of the experimental features seem to have merged together although they are still distinguishable. Most important, all experimentally observed trends and changes from one compound to another can be followed in the theoretical curves and seem to be related to the specific composition or changes in the crystal structure. These effects are very pronounced for a comparison of the two series and are clearly visible by going from NbSi$_2$, TaSi$_2$ (C40 type) to MoSi$_2$, WSi$_2$ (CaC$_2$ type) or Mo$_5$Si$_3$, W$_5$Si$_3$ (T$_1$ type) to Nb$_5$Si$_3$ (T$_2$ type).

However, in order to relate these results to particular interactions, it is necessary to disentangle first the site- and symmetry-projected information in the total intensity distribution. This we do by concentrating on two representative examples, NbSi$_2$ in...
Figure 2. Experimental XPS and BIS spectra of the metal-rich silicides compared with the calculated spectral distribution. All spectra are normalised with respect to their maxima.

4.2. Disilicides

The effect of the matrix elements on the spectral distribution of the 4d and 5d disilicides is to enhance the contribution from states with Si s and metal d character with respect to those of Si p character [8]. This leads in the case of NbSi$_2$ in figure 3 to a clearly distinguishable Si s band from $-7$ to $-12$ eV binding energy, at the bottom of the valence states, and a major contribution of Nb d symmetry in the states around the Fermi level $E_F$ between $-5$ and $+5$ eV. Otherwise the intensity shows a strong admixture of Si p states as reflected in the shoulder at 5 eV binding energy or at 7 eV above $E_F$. We observe at higher energies a decrease in intensity in the calculated BIS spectrum with respect to the DOS which is due to the suppression of the contribution of states with Si d symmetry by the matrix elements as a result of the centrifugal barrier [6].

These results are directly transferable to the whole series of disilicides that we have investigated (figure 1) by simply keeping in mind that the relative weight of metal d states will increase for the other compounds since Nb was the lightest transition metal in this series and the matrix elements for d states scales with the atomic number [6, 8]. With these results we can make an assignment of the states on the basis of the general bonding scheme of 4d and 5d silicides [7, 8, 13]. At the bottom of the valence bands, one finds the broad Si s bands, separated from the main structures. Then follow the Nb d
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Figure 3. XPS and BIS spectra for NbSi₂ compared with the broadened DOS and the calculated spectra by including the matrix elements. The different contributions of Si s (— — —), Si p (-----), and Nb d (— — ) symmetry to the total DOS and spectral distribution are given. The experimental and theoretical spectra for the occupied and unoccupied part are normalised to the maxima. Note the strong redistribution of weight caused by the matrix elements for the Nb d states and the reduction in intensity in the BIS spectra at high energies due to a suppression of the Si d states.

and Si p states, which are mixed throughout the whole energy range up to 10 eV above \( E_F \). The main contribution to the overall spectral shape arises from the bonding Nb d and Si p states centred around \(-2.5\) eV and their anti-bonding counterparts around \(2-4\) eV above \( E_F \) with a region of low density of Si p states in between (often known as a 'quasi-gap'). Two aspects deserve special attention.

(i) The Si s band clearly has its main part separated from the main bonding–anti-bonding structures around \( E_F \). By closer examination of the calculated DOS, we find that the Si s and p states form broad bands which overlap between about 4 and about 6 eV binding energy. This continuous crossover from s to p states can be observed experimentally in the Si, K and L\(_{2,3}\) x-ray emission results [11, 13], which are closely

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Structure (type)</th>
<th>Symmetry group</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NbSi₂</td>
<td>CrSi₂ (C40)</td>
<td>P6(_2)22</td>
<td>[14, 15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoSi₂</td>
<td>MoSi₂ (CaC(_2))</td>
<td>I4/mmm</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaSi₂</td>
<td>CrSi₂ (C40)</td>
<td>P6(_2)22</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSi₂</td>
<td>MoSi₂ (CaC(_2))</td>
<td>I4/mmm</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb(_2)Si(_3)</td>
<td>T(_2) (Cr(_5)B(_3))</td>
<td>I4/mcm</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo(_2)Si(_3)</td>
<td>T(_1)</td>
<td>I4/mcm</td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta(_2)Si(_3)</td>
<td>T(_2) (Cr(_5)B(_3))</td>
<td>I4/mcm</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W(_2)Si(_3)</td>
<td>T(_1)</td>
<td>I4/mcm</td>
<td>[20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo(_3)Si</td>
<td>A15</td>
<td>Pm(_3)m</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta(_2)Si</td>
<td>Al(_2)Cu</td>
<td>I4/mcm</td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Crystal structures for 4d and 5d silicides.
Figure 4. XPS and UPS spectra for Ta$_2$Si compared with the broadened DOS and the calculated spectra by including the matrix elements as in figure 1: -----, Ta d; •••••, Ta p; o o o o, Ta s; -----, Si p; ----, Si s.
related to the partial densities of, respectively, Si p and Si \( s(\pm d) \) states on the Si site. The broadening signifies direct Si–Si interaction. It is also interesting to note that the main Si s band varies in shape in connection with the change in crystal structure as we proceed from NbSi\(_2\), TaSi\(_2\) (C40 type) to MoSi\(_2\), WSi\(_2\) (CaC\(_2\) type; see also table 1). The DOS clearly shows that there is also a considerable contribution of Si s character to the unoccupied states (around 2–5 eV above \( E_F \)). Together these results indicate that Si s states participate in the bonding interaction, in contrast with earlier schemes [3].

(ii) The metal d states are distributed over an energy range 18–20 eV owing to the interaction in the disilicides, although most of their weight is within \( \pm 5 \) eV of \( E_F \). A major conclusion from our calculation is that we do not find any pure metal d character which could be ascribed to clearly distinguishable non-bonding states (compare with [3]) but rather a mixing with Si states, mainly of p character, throughout the whole energy range. Even the small structures in the quasi-gap, near the Fermi level in the unbroadened DOS, always have finite Si p character (see also [7]). This can be understood in terms of the large metal–metal distances in the disilicides, leading to a drastic reduction in the metal d–metal d interaction which would otherwise have led to a deeper quasi-gap.

Finally we again draw attention to the effects induced by the change in the crystal structure from one disilicide to another (table 1). The bonding states do not show an appreciable variation, as illustrated by our XPS data, and also earlier work using photoemission at a lower excitation energy [13]. However, a major redistribution of weight is seen in the unoccupied states, as illustrated by the BIS data in figure 1. The invariance of the occupied states is not in accordance with simple and band-filling arguments (rigid-band model). Inspection of the nearest-neighbour environment suggests that increasing the nuclear charge and providing an extra electron does not lead to a reduction in the nearest-neighbour distances, as for the pure elements, but is rather accompanied by a change in crystal structure in order to increase the coordination number, especially around Si. So, taking the unoccupied spectra into account, we become aware of characteristic spectral distributions for the particular crystal type, which is not obvious from a measurement of the occupied states alone.

4.3. Metal-rich compounds

Introduction of more metal atoms within the unit cell causes a dominance of metal-derived states in the DOS as well as in the experimental intensity distribution. By inspection of our experimental and theoretical results for Ta\(_2\)Si in figure 4 it becomes clear that the overall intensity is now almost completely determined by metal d states. Only at the bottom of the valence band, at around \( -10 \) eV, do we still observe the occurrence of a structure related to the Si s band, but with drastically reduced intensity. When the partial DOSs are weighted by the matrix elements, the intensity due to Si s symmetry is seen to overlap with the tail of the metal s states centred at approximately 6 eV in the calculation and probably gives rise to the shoulder at 5–6 eV in the XPS spectrum.

Another effect of the matrix elements is clearly observable in these data, namely the change in shape of the main d feature above the Fermi level which arises from the energy dependence of the XPS–BIS matrix elements. This behaviour is related to the embedding of the potential in the solid state surroundings and the induced change in spatial distribution of the wavefunctions by going from bonding to anti-bonding character [6].
Both results (the dominance of metal d states and mixture of Si s and metal s states at the bottom of the valence band) are directly transferable to the whole series of 5–3 compounds in figure 2 and the A15 compound, Mo₅Si (see figure 7). With these results we can give an assignment of structures in relation to the orbital interaction. The bonding interaction of metal d and Si p states causes a splitting of states centred around the Fermi level, in the case of Ta₂Si with bonding states concentrated between -5 and -1.5 eV below \( E_F \) and the anti-bonding counterpart at around 3–10 eV above \( E_F \). In between these bands we find this time considerable metal d contribution around the Fermi level, situated in the quite distinct quasi-gap with a low density of Si p states. This is a general behaviour for early 4d or 5d metal-rich silicides as can already be recognised from the model calculation in [13].

Considering the different interactions here, we have the metal–Si interaction, which splits out the pd bonding and anti-bonding regions above and below the metal d states and the metal–metal interactions which broaden the metal d band. Because of the large spatial extent of the d wavefunctions, the metal d–metal d interaction is larger for the 4d and 5d series than for the 3d silicides. We note that the Si p DOS is almost negligible in the middle of the d band. Thus the strong metal–metal interactions not only broaden the metal d band but also push the bonding/anti-bonding metal/Si states apart and give rise to a well pronounced quasi-gap in the density of Si states. This is quite dramatic in the case of the 5/3 and A15 compounds, which exhibit nearest-neighbour metal–metal distances which are even smaller than in the pure elements, albeit with a lower coordination number (table 2). In this context it is interesting to observe that metal s and p states are mixed with Si s and p states. This indicates that the localisation of metal s and p symmetry into specific bonds play a key role in enabling the observed small metal–metal separations in compounds [4].

As in the case of the disilicides we observe for the metal-rich compounds distinct features for the specific crystal structure, by going from T₁ type (Mo₅Si₃ and W₅Si₃) to T₂ type (Nb₅Si₃ and Ta₅Si₃ (Ta₅Si₃ is not shown)). In these metal-rich silicides the crystal structure dependence is more pronounced and can be observed for the occupied as well as unoccupied states (figure 2).

Continuing, by comparison of the metal-rich silicides with the disilicides, we note that the width of the metal d band increases in the occupied part (except for Ta₂Si) and the XPS–BIS spectra exhibit a higher relative intensity at the Fermi level. Away from the Fermi level we observe more pronounced structures in the metal d DOS for the disilicides.

### Table 2.
Local atomic arrangements in NbSi₂ and MoSi₂. The number of neighbours at this distance is given in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atoms</th>
<th>Distances (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb–Si</td>
<td>2.60 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si–Nb</td>
<td>2.60 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb–Nb</td>
<td>2.60 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si–Si</td>
<td>2.615 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo–Si</td>
<td>2.615 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si–Mo</td>
<td>2.615 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo–Mo</td>
<td>3.2 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si–Si</td>
<td>2.615 (4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finally it should be pointed out that the Si s band at the bottom of the valence band narrows in going from the disilicides to the metal-rich compounds. This is also a quite general effect on dilution of Si [13, 23, 24]. This narrowing is observable in our XPS data (figures 1 and 2) as well as by x-ray emission [23, 25] and is due to decreased Si–Si contacts.

5. Discussion

5.1. General comments

The results, obtained by calculating the XPS–BIS spectra from the product of the partial DOS and the matrix elements for the excitation process, give good agreement between experiment and theory. This indicates the absence of strong energy dependence of the self-energy and validates a detailed analysis of the different site- and symmetry-related contributions. In particular, we observe strong effects of the crystal structure and composition. As pointed out already in § 1, the silicides with the early 4d and 5d transition metals exhibit special crystal properties, which are not present in the 3d series. This includes the absence of the monosilicides as an intermediate composition, the change in crystal structure for both the metal-rich and the Si-rich compounds and finally the fact that only one A15 compound (Mo$_3$Si) exists for the early 4d and 5d silicides. This sum of macroscopic properties must be related mainly to the effect of increased overlap of the metal d states with its surroundings and to the delicate role of the d-band occupancy for stabilisation of certain crystal types. It is therefore instructive to try and disentangle the effects related to the hybridisation, d-band occupancy and composition.

![Figure 5. Illustration of the effect of the change in orbital overlap between metal d and Si p states in going from MoSi$_2$ to WSi$_2$. The relative intensities in the measured XPS–BIS spectra have been taken from the calculated curves. Also shown is the theoretical spectrum for MoSi$_2$ with the Si p and added metal d contribution.](image1)

![Figure 6. Illustration of the changes induced by the variation in d-band occupancy and crystal structure in going from NbSi$_2$ to MoSi$_2$. The relative intensities in the measured XPS–BIS spectra have been taken from the calculated curves which are shown together with their Si p and added metal d contributions.](image2)
5.2. Effects of orbital overlap

An ideal example to study the changes induced by increased orbital overlap is the two compounds MoSi$_2$ and WSi$_2$ which have the same crystal structure with almost identical lattice parameters. In figure 5, we compare the XPS–BIS spectra of these compounds and emphasise again the bonding–anti-bonding mixing of metal d and Si p states in the calculated spectrum of MoSi$_2$. This overview reveals immediately the increase in energy separation of the bonding and anti-bonding states. This is precisely the effect that one would expect owing to an increased overlap of metal d and Si p orbitals as a consequence of larger spatial extension by going from the 4d to the 5d wavefunctions. Note that this increase in the splitting is also responsible for changes observed in optical data for these two compounds [26].

A closer examination of the metal d states as measured by photoemission [13, 27] and inverse photoemission [28] at lower excitation energies also confirms our finding that the relative intensity near $E_F$ increases slightly with decreased overlap. This effect is even more obvious when going to the 3d series [13].

5.3. Effects of the d-band occupancy

The change in d-band occupancy introduced by going from the Nb, Ta group to the Mo, W group leads to changes in crystal structures. The case of the disilicides is particularly interesting since one observes a minor change in the occupied region but a major redistribution in the unoccupied states. This is illustrated in figure 6 for NbSi$_2$ and MoSi$_2$. Apart from the detailed form of the intensity distribution, the results show as a general effect a redistribution of the intensity of XPS with respect to BIS and a reduced splitting of the bonding–anti-bonding states.

Two effects should be considered then in the comparison of Nb and Mo silicides. First, the centre of the d band moves towards a higher binding energy. Secondly, the metal wavefunction contracts because of the increase in effective nuclear charge. These change the intensity distribution dramatically throughout the unoccupied states. As a

---

**Figure 7.** Illustration of the effect of composition by going from MoSi$_2$ to Mo$_3$Si. The different curves originate from experiments or theory. For the occupied Si s and p symmetry we used the x-ray emission results from [23]. The occupied metal d part is represented by photoemission data for a low excitation energy (50 eV) for MoSi$_2$ [24] and our x-ray energies for Mo$_3$Si. For the unoccupied part all the curves are calculated partial DOSS.
result of the change in occupancy, we observe in Mo silicides an overall increase in intensities for the occupied metal d states and a redistribution of states towards the Fermi level in the unoccupied states due to the reduced bonding/anti-bonding splitting. However, the contraction of the wavefunction does not lead to a decrease in the inter-atomic distances but rather to an increase in the coordination numbers (table 2). These changes in the atomic positions and coordination numbers determine, of course, the detailed form of the intensity distribution most prominent in the unoccupied d DOS. This also introduces a change in the Si p band in both the occupied (as observed for example in the high-binding-energy shoulder in the XPS spectra or the x-ray emission results in [25]) and the unoccupied states. In contrast with the disilicides we observe for the metal-rich compounds a general shift of structures in both the occupied and the unoccupied states.

5.4. Effects of composition

The electronic structure of 4d and 5d silicides is determined by a competing interplay of the direct metal d-metal d bonding and the metal d-Si p interaction [4]. The effect of these two different interactions can be seen by comparing the Si p and metal d distribution of states for MoSi$_2$ and Mo$_3$Si in figure 7. This is a composite picture in that we used experiments wherever they related directly to the specific symmetry and otherwise employed the partial DOS.

Experimental data for the occupied Si s and p states exist in the form of x-ray emission spectra which by excitation of atomic shells (1s in the case of the p DOS and 2p for the s DOS) provides the intensity distribution of the valence states originating from the Si sites [23]. The Mo d DOS are closely related to those given by low-excitation-energy (about 70 eV) photoemission results [27] for MoSi$_2$ and by XPS for Mo$_3$Si because of the dominance of the metal d character. We do not possess the same direct information on the metal d and Si s or p states for the unoccupied states. The BIS intensity is strongly modified by other symmetries such as the metal s and p character and the Si p states are difficult to access by experiments since the inverse technique of x-ray emission, namely x-ray absorption, provides only information on the electronic states in the presence of an ionised atom, which distorts the local DOS [29]. We have thus used the calculated partial DOS. Also note that matrix elements distort the intensity distribution with respect to the DOS, which can be most clearly seen in the photoemission spectrum for MoSi$_2$ by comparing the intensity near $E_F$ (figure 7) with the DOS (see figures 5 or 6).

From these data we learn that the bonding-anti-bonding Mo d-Si p bands in MoSi$_2$ change to a clearly separate region of Mo d character and Mo d-Si p states in Mo$_3$Si. We find strong Mo d bands situated around the Fermi level and broadened owing to the direct Mo-Mo interaction between Mo atoms along the chains of the A15 compounds. The bonding-anti-bonding Mo d-Si p states are grouped around this main Mo d band. By comparison with the XPS-BIS spectra for pure Mo, we realise that the overall width of the main Mo d band does not change appreciably by going to the Mo$_3$Si compound except for larger tails at both sides due to the additional Mo d-Si p interaction. This is no longer true for MoSi$_2$. This effect of a pile-up of DOS of Si p character at the edges of the main metal d band in the case of Mo$_3$Si is a general effect for the metal-rich silicides of early transition metals [13, 24]. This can be traced back [30] to the interaction of Si p states with the bonding and anti-bonding metal d bands. This leads in turn to a redistribution of states which is strongest at the bottom and top of the metal d bands. Our result shows that the Si p character groups sharply at the bottom of the d band but is spread over a wide energy range in the unoccupied part.
6. Conclusion

By use of the calculated DOS and the appropriate solid state matrix elements we are able to analyse XPS and BIS measurements of 4d and 5d transition-metal silicides in great detail. We found that the intensity distribution for the disilicides with 4d or 5d elements is mainly governed by states of Si s, p and metal d character. In the case of the metal-rich compounds the intensity of the spectra is almost completely determined by the metal-derived states, in particular of metal d symmetry. The spectral distribution of the stoichiometric compounds reflect the interplay of metal–metal, metal–Si and Si–Si interactions which govern the electronic structure of the silicides. In the case of the disilicides we observe a dominant metal d–Si sp bonding as well as direct Si–Si interaction and only a small contribution from metal–metal d interaction. In most metal-rich silicides we observe instead strong metal d–metal d interaction together with metal d–Si sp bonding. Spectroscopically the metal d–metal d interaction leads in the metal-rich compounds to pile-up of states of mainly metal d character around the Fermi level and the metal d–Si p bonding and anti-bonding states at both ends of the dominant metal d band. In the disilicides, these bonding and anti-bonding metal d–Si p states constitute the majority of all states, with the Fermi level situated in the ‘quasi-gap’. The large spatial extension of the 4d and 5d wavefunctions and related orbital overlap with neighbouring sites gives rise to a large bonding–anti-bonding splitting and, in combination with the d occupancy, is responsible for the special crystal types of 4d and 5d silicides with respect to 3d silicides.

Our results indicate that the combination of XPS–BIS spectra exhibits an intensity distribution which is characteristic of the specific crystal type and composition. This could be used in principle as a ‘fingerprint’ in interface studies with early 4d and 5d transition metals which are of special importance in integrated-circuit manufacture.
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